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Symbols and abbreviations

c speed of sound

wavelength

f frequency

p sound pressure

mean direct ion of resultant  vector in circular stat ist ics

R mean length of resultant  vector in circular stat ist ics

dB decibel

Hz hertz

NBHF narrow-band high-frequency

ppm porpoise posit ive minutes

SNR signal-to-noise rat io

SPL sound pressure level

TTS temporary threshold shift



A small acoustics glossary

(Definit ions f rom Rossing et  al 1990 unless otherwise noted)

amplitude height  of a wave, the maximum displacement of a vibrat ing

system from equilibrium

crit ical band frequency band w ithin which two or more tones excite many of

the same hair cells on the basilar membrane and t hus are diff icult

to dist inguish as separate tones

decibel A dimensionless unit  used to compare the rat io of two quant it ies,

in this case the rat io of measured sound pressure to reference

pressure

free field a reflect ion-free environment in which sound pressure varies

inversely with distance (p  1/ r)

frequency the number of vibrat ions per second, expressed in hertz (Hz)

masking the obscuring of one sound by another

sound pressure level 20 log p/ pref where p is sound pressure and pref is reference

sound pressure (1 µPa in underwater acoust ics)

wavelength distance between corresponding points on two successive waves

signal-to-noise rat io the rat io (usually expressed in dB) of the average received signal

to the background noise

refract ion the bending of waves when the velocity changes

root-mean-square sound pressure The square root  of the mean square pressure,

where the mean square pressure is the t ime integral of squared

sound pressure over a specific t ime interval divided by the

durat ion of the t ime interval (Robinson et  al 2014)

temporary threshold shift  a reversible increase in hearing threshold that  disappears over

t ime

waveguide a device that t ransmits waves over a part icular path minim izing

their tendency to propagate in all direct ions

white noise noise w ith constant  amplitude across the spectrum

octave one doubling of frequency

third-octave 1/ 3 of an octave
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1. Introduction

In the book Last  chance to see (1989) Douglas Adams and M ark Carwardine

compared the heavily noise polluted habitat  of the last  surviving Yangtze river

dolphins to humans living in a chaos of constant ly flashing disco lights in different

colors and intensit ies. In many ways, sound is for marine animals what light  is to

earth-dwellers. Elect romagnet ic radiat ion, among it  visible light , at tenuates fast  in

water column.  Sound, on the other hand, t ravels much faster and further than in

air, making it  an effect ive channel of signaling in aquat ic environments no mat ter

how dark or turbid.

Historical interest in underwater acoust ic research stems from military applicat ions.

Naval defense, essent ially m ine warfare in the Balt ic area and ant i-submarine

warfare in open oceans mot ivated studies before science. From military uses

interest  has then expanded t o scient ific (biology, seabed geology, physical

oceanography), commercial (shipping, oil explorat ion, f ishing) and lately

environmental conservat ion aspects (anthropogenic noise pollut ion).

The Balt ic Sea is one of the most densely t raff icked seas of the world, and shipping is

expected to further increase in the future (HELCOM  2010). Since shipping is the

dominant source of anthropogenic sound in the oceans (Ross 1976), shipping density

in the Balt ic Sea raises a concern whether the area also suffers from signif icant

underwater noise pollut ion. The soundscapes of shallow cont inental shelf seas differ

from deep open ocean areas, and the Balt ic Sea is furthermore a unique acoust ic

environment due to it s low salinity, st rat ificat ion pat terns and the variant

topography of the coast line and archipelago (Poikonen 2012). The acoust ic

characterist ics of the Balt ic Sea remain largely undiscovered.

Harbor porpoise (Phocoena phocoena) is the only cetacean inhabit ing the area. It s

Balt ic Sea subpopulat ion has decreased dramat ically during the last  century along

with increasing human act ivit y, and is current ly listed as crit ically endangered by the

IUCN Red List  (Hammond et  al 2008). It s main threats are net  fishing (side catch),
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environmental toxins, shipping noise and habitat  degradat ion (Hammond et  al

2008). The harbor porpoise, like most marine mammals, relies strongly on its

sensit ive hearing. The possible ef fect  of anthropogenic noise on marine mammals

has raised concern, as technological advances increase human act ivity in the oceans

(Richardson et  al 1995).

The goal of the EU marine st rategy framework direct ive (2008/ 56/ EY) is good

environmental state of the European seas by 2020. This includes making sure

underwater noise is not  increasing, and is at  a level that  causes no harm to marine

life. To achieve these goals in the Balt ic Sea, informat ion is needed on the current

levels of underwater noise, the general acoust ic characterist ics, as well as possible

impact  of underwater noise on marine animals of the Balt ic Sea.

The goal of this study is to examine t he cont ribut ions of natural and anthropogenic

sources of noise to the ambient  noise of the Balt ic Sea, and to examine if elevated

sound pressure levels have an impact  on the echolocat ion act ivit y of harbor

porpoises. Previous studies on harbor porpoises indicate diel rhythms relat ing to

sunrise and sunset  t imes (Todd et  al 2009, Brandt  et  al 2014). Therefore the diel

variat ions in harbor porpoise act ivit y at  the test  site are first  described, to see if

increased sound pressure levels cause diversion from these rhythms.

Sound pressure levels around the Balt ic Sea are measured in an EU Life+ project BIAS

(Balt ic Sea Informat ion on the Acoust ic Soundscape) during 2014, and init ial results

from the first  winter and spring are used in this study. Harbor porpoise act ivit y at

some BIAS stat ions is recorded using C-POD’s, a cont inuat ion installment of SAM BAH

(Stat ic Acoust ic M onitoring of the Balt ic Sea Harbor Porpoises) project . The BIAS

project  is a joint  effort  of the Balt ic Sea count ries, and this study is based on

measurements from three Finnish and one Danish stat ion.

General research quest ions addressed in this study are:

Q1. How much of the variat ion in observed sound pressure levels can be explained

by natural sound sources such as waves and wind?
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Q2. How much of the variat ion in observed sound pressure levels can be explained

by anthropogenic sound sources such as shipping?

Q3. Do harbor porpoises show act ivit y response to increased sound pressure levels?

Is there a difference between response to noise at  frequencies from natural and

anthropogenic sources?

Hypotheses relat ing to quest ions Q1 – Q3 that  are stat ist ically t ested in this study:

H1a. M easured sound pressure levels correlate with wave height

H1b. M easured sound pressure levels correlate with wind speed

H2. M easured sound pressure levels correlate w ith intensity of shipping

H3a. Porpoise echolocat ion act ivit y has a diel rhythm

H3b. Increase in sound pressure level causes variat ion in porpoise diel rhythms

H3c. Increase in shipping act ivit y causes variat ion in porpoise diel rhythms

Thus the possible effects or relat ionships that  are studied here are effect  of w ind,

waves and ships on measured sound pressure levels (Figure 1, arrow 1), t he effect  of

sound pressure levels on porpoise echolocat ion act ivity (Figure 1, arrow 2) and the

effect  of shipping intensity on porpoise echolocat ion act ivit y (Figure 1, arrow 3).

Figure 1. The possible effects addressed in this study.

The project  cont inues and so does the research. In this study I test  methods for

further research and report  the first  results. Absolute numbers of sound pressure
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levels are not given here because all analysis is st ill preliminary at  this stage. Final

sound pressure levels will be published by BIAS –project  later on.

2. Sound in water

Sound is pressure waves moving through a medium. Sound waves t ransport  energy

from one place to another, and the amount of energy t ransported per unit  of t ime is

the intensity of the sound (Rossing et  al 1990, p.87, Simmonds & M acLennan 2008).

The level of a sound is expressed in decibels. A decibel is a rat io of two sound

intensit ies, and since intensity is proport ional to sound pressure squared (Simmonds

& M acLennan 2008), the sound pressure level (SPL) can be defined as (Rossing et  al

1990, p.85-86):

= 10  = 20

SPL expresses the sound pressure in relat ion to a reference pressure. Sound

pressures are expressed in SI unit  of pressure, which is the Pascal (Pa). In air the

reference pressure used is 20 µPa, based on approximate human hearing threshold,

but  in water the convent ion is to use 1 µPa as reference pressure. When writ ing

down sound levels the reference level should be noted, for example ‘120 dB re 1

µPa’ (Urick 1983).

A spect ral representat ion of sound pressures gives pressure as a funct ion of

frequency. Frequency is the number of cycles per t ime unit , expressed in Hz (cycles

s-1). Frequency ( ) is inversely related to wave length ( ) – the shorter the

wavelength the higher the frequency. The relat ionship between frequency and

wavelength is dependent on the speed of sound ( ) in the medium:

=

To study sounds in relat ion to hearing, it  is convenient  to sum spect ral sound

pressures into frequency bands approximat ing the sensit ivity of the ear. 1/ 3 octave,
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or third-octave, bands represent an approximat ion of the crit ical bandwidth of

mammalian ear, based on studies on human hearing (Rossing et  al 1990, p.74-75),

and they are commonly used in ecological noise assessments. An octave is one

doubling of frequency, and a third-octave is one t hird of the width of an octave

band. The w idth of the band is therefore proport ional to frequency: the higher the

center frequency the w ider the band. Third-octave bands used in this study are

named after their center frequencies. For a center frequency x the lower limit  of a

third-octave band is x(2-1/ 6) and the upper limit  is x(21/ 6). Thus the limits for third-

octave bands used in this study are: 53,13 – 70,72 Hz for 63Hz band, 111,36 – 140,31

Hz for 125 Hz band, 712,72 – 897,97 Hz for 800 Hz band and 890,90 – 1122,46 Hz for

1000 Hz band.

Average speed of sound in sea water is around 1500 m/ s, almost f ive t imes of that  in

air. The speed of sound is regulated by sea water temperature, salinity and pressure

and thus varies temporally and spat ially. Part icularly in shallow water the

importance of physical boundaries is emphasized: surface, bot tom, sea ice, islands

and rocks all cause ref lect ion, refract ion, blocking and bending of sound waves.

Sound waves t raveling in water bend towards areas of lower sound velocity.

Therefore a strong cline in sound velocity profile of the water column can also act  as

a boundary layer for sound propagat ion. Sound velocity cline usually occurs at

thermocline. Sound velocity is dependent  on the t hermodynamic state of the sea

water, usually denoted by

= ( , , )

where  stands for t he density of sea water, and T, S and P for t emperature, salinit y

and pressure. Temperature and salinity have spat ially and temporally varying

vert ical profiles, and therefore the same goes for sound velocity. Seasonal changes

in water column strat ificat ion mean seasonal changes in sound velocity profiles.
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2.1. Acoustics of the Baltic Sea

The acoust ic condit ions in the Balt ic Sea are defined by its shallowness, the

fract ioned coast line and variant  topography, low overall salinity and large variat ions

in salinity due to f reshwater runoff.

Simplified schemat ic descript ions for typical mid-lat itude sound velocity profiles are

given in Figure 2 (a and b). Examples of observed Balt ic Sea seasonal profiles from

winter and spring (Figure 2 c and d) seem to follow expected prof iles based on

models a and b.

Figure 2. Schematic models of mid-latitude shallow water sound velocity profiles (a and b), from Katsnelson et

al 2012, p. 19. Below are examples of Baltic Sea winter (c) and spring (d) profiles measured by R/ V Aranda at

BIAS-station 15. Sound velocity profiles are marked with blue arrows.

The very low salinity of the Balt ic Sea (0-32 ‰ , average 7,4 ‰ ) (M yrberg et  al 2006,

p.18) causes it  t o vary from the t ypical strat if icat ion regimes of mid-lat itude coastal

shelf seas w ith higher salinity. When salinity stays below the 24,7 ‰  threshold,

water always has a density maxima above it s freezing point . Just like in fresh water,
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a layer of warmer (denser) bot tom water can then accumulate. Furthermore the

more saline water in the bot tom layer of the Balt ic Sea means the winter vert ical

convect ion that  mixes the water column doesn’t  reach the bot tom layer (M yrberg et

al 2006, p.58). As a result  there is a year-round cline in sound velocity above the

bottom water as can be seen in Figure 2 (c and d). In spring the warming of surface

water causes the cold old surface water from wint er to descend in the water

column, as can be seen in Figure 2(d). This together with the permanent cline above

the saline and warm bot tom water can produce a sound velocity minimum layer just

above the bot tom water layer. Thiele (2005) calls this the Balt ic acoust ic channel.

Even though the format ion mechanism differs from the acoust ic channel observed in

deep open oceans, the SOFAR channel (e.g. Urick 1983, p.159-164), it  has similar

effects on sound propagat ion (Thiele 2005). Sound from a source located inside a

channel can t ravel long distances because of decreased t ransmission loss. For

sounds originat ing outside the channel it  can be difficult  to cross the channel

boundaries due to sharp changes in sound velocity of the medium.

The absorpt ion of sound waves in water depends on seawater propert ies such as

temperature and salinity. Absorpt ion also increases with frequency causing higher

frequency sounds to at tenuate faster, while low frequency sounds can propagate

very long distances. If there were no sound absorpt ion in the medium, then sound

would at tenuate only through spreading loss. If a sound source t ransmits in middle

water (the center of the sphere in Figure 3), the sound waves spread in spherical

form evenly around the source. With increasing distance, the surface of the sphere

increases in relat ion to distance squared. The t ransmit ted power is spread evenly

across the ent ire sphere, and spreading loss therefore increases with increasing

distance (Rossing et  al 1990, p.88). The spherical spreading can only cont inue as long

as there is uniform medium around (free field propagat ion, Rossing et  al 1990, p.88).

Sooner or later the sound waves hit  boundaries set  by sea floor and sea surface that

act  as waveguides forcing the sound waves to spread in a cylindr ical rather than

spherical manner (Robinson et  al 2014, Figure 3).
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Figure 3. A schematic representation of shallow water acoustic propagation from Robinson et al (2014)

In shallow water, cylindr ical spreading is the dominant model of spreading (Urick

1983 p.100-102, Poikonen 2012, Robinson et  al 2014). The waveguide formed by sea

floor and surface decreases spreading loss because power is spread across a smaller

surface than in case of spherical spreading. Therefore theoret ical t ransmission loss is

smaller in shallow water than in open ocean. In reality however, sound wave

at tenuat ion consists of more than spreading loss. Water propert ies, composit ion of

sea floor and topography all affect  sound wave propagat ion.

Waves with longer wave lengths need more room to propagate through medium. A

shallow water channel can therefore restrict  the propagat ion of low-frequency

sound waves (Urick 1983 p.214-215). This at tenuates noise originat ing far away.  As

a result , at  low wind speeds when the weather-driven contribut ion to ambient  noise

is generally low, the ambient  noise levels at  low frequencies can be considerably

lower in shallow waters than in deeper waters (Urick 1983 p.214-215). On the other

hand at  higher winds speeds some coastal waters can experience higher ambient

sound levels due to surf breaking on the shore (M cCreery et  al 1993).

2.2. Natural sounds in the sea

The sea is not  a silent  environment even if no humans were to be heard. The natural

sources of underwater sound can be divided to physical and biological sources. In

the emerging field of soundscape ecology the sounds of physical and biological

origin are referred to as geophonies and biophonies (Farina 2014).
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Urick (1983) defines ambient  noise as the noise that  remains after all known noise

sources have been eliminated, and this term is oft en used to cover all noise from

physical movements of the sea. The very low frequency (1-10 Hz) ambient  sound is

caused most ly by deep-ocean currents (Urick 1983 p.205-206). Ambient noise levels

above around 200 Hz increase with increasing w ind and waves, which is presented in

Figure 4 by the sea state curves.

Figure 4. Ambient noise spectrum (original figure from Wenz 1962, converted to modern units by Richardson

et al 1995 and redrawn by Robinson et al 2014)

The sea state curves are original work of Knudsen et  al (1948), and are based on

measurements of frequencies above 500 Hz. Spect rum level sea state dependent

noise above 500 Hz decreases by about 5 dB per octave. For third-octave band level,

the Knudsen curves predict  a decrease of 0,67 dB per third-octave band (Richardson
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et al 1995, p.88-89). Rain, hail and snow cause precipitat ion noise that  most ly

contributes to ambient  noise levels at  frequencies above 200 kHz (Figure 4).

Biological sounds, or biophonies, in the seas are sounds made by organisms either

intent ionally or as a side-product  of some other funct ion. Because of the good

propagat ion of sound waves compared to elect romagnet ic radiat ion in water,

marine animals have evolved t o ut ilize sound waves in communicat ion, orientat ion,

foraging and predator avoidance. Wenz (1962) list s biological sounds heard

underwater as

“ cries, barks, grunts, ‘awesome moans’, mewings, chirps, whist les,

taps, cracklings, clicks”

which reflects well the variety of sounds and sound-producing organisms in the sea.

Farina (2014) describes four theoret ical approaches to evolut ionary development of

biophonies. According to morphological adaptat ion hypothesis (M AH) the

characterist ics of an animal’s vocalizat ions are constrained by its body size. Smaller

species ut ter vocalizat ions with higher frequency, larger species w ith lower.

According to the acoust ic adaptat ion hypothesis (AAH) the vocalizat ions are defined

by the animal and the environment to maximize t he t ransmission efficiency. Animals

try t o use the frequency bands that  in a part icular environment experience least

degradat ion (M orton 1975). Ecological niche theory states that  inter-species

interact ions in an ecological community define unique segregated niches for each

species in terms of habitat  and resource use (Hutchinson 1959). According to

Krause's (1993) acoust ic niche hypothesis (ANH) t he sound spect rum can be thought

of as a limited resource that  is part it ioned in order to minimize acoust ic compet it ion.

The species recognit ion hypotheses (SRH) is related to acoust ic niche hypothesis by

concerning about the part it ioning of the acoust ic spect rum, but  suggests that

sympat ric species should t ry to use separate sonic characterist ics in order to

decrease risk of confusion between species and avoid hybridizat ion and t o increase

efficiency of communicat ion with conspecif ics (Farina 2014).
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2.3. Anthropogenic sounds in the sea

Anthropogenic sounds, anthrophonies (Farina 2014), are any sounds that  or iginate

from human act ivit y. Humans produce underwater sounds both intent ionally, when

used as a tool in for example sonars, air guns used in seismic explorat ion and

acoust ic oceanographic measurements, as well as unintent ionally as a side-product

of for example shipping, offshore const ruct ion and wind turbines.

Shipping noise, that  is the most common of man-made sounds in the oceans,

contributes to ambient  noise levels mainly at  frequencies between 10-1000 Hz

(Figure 4). Shipping noise is made up of propeller cavitat ion, onboard machinery and

turbulence around the hull (OSPAR 2009), propeller cavitat ion being the most

significant  of these (Ross 1976, p.202). Ship noise altogether is a combinat ion of

tonal sounds and broadband noise spread over a range of frequencies (Richardson

et al 1995, p.110-117). Studies have shown significant  high f requency components in

shipping noise (Arveson & Vendit is 2000, Hermannsen et  al 2014), but  due t o fast

at tenuat ion of high frequency sounds in the oceans their contr ibut ion to ambient

noise is limited to short  distances.

The broadband source levels of individual ships vary from 160 – 180 dB re 1 µPa @ 1

m for small boats and medium sized ships to 180 – 190 dB re 1 µPa @ 1 m for large

commercial vessels (OSPAR 2009). Air guns used in seismic explorat ion can produce

source levels of up to 260 dB (re 1 µPa @ 1 m), and underwater explosions such as

ship shock test s or torpedoes can be even louder reaching source levels up to 300 dB

(re 1 µPa @ 1 m), all t ypically low frequency sounds varying around 5 – 300 Hz

(Hildebrand 2009).

Noise relat ing to const ruct ion and operat ional phases of offshore wind turbines has

been assessed in several projects. The noisiest  part  of the const ruct ion is pile driving

the structures into seafloor, w ith source levels of t o 240 dB (re 1 µPa @ 1 m) at

frequencies varying between 100 – 1000 Hz, while the operat ional windmill turbine

creates source levels of around 150 dB (re 1 µPa @ 1 m)  at  frequencies around 60 -

300 Hz (Hildebrand 2009).
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Sonars used in both military and civilian purposes produce high frequency sounds,

varying between 2000 – 100 000 Hz w ith source levels around 230 – 245 dB re 1 µPa

@ 1 m (Hildebrand 2009).

Int roducing sound in the marine environment has the potent ial to cause adverse

effects on marine life, and underwater noise is now widely recognized as an

environmental problem (Richardson et  al 1995), t hat  is at t ributed in marine

conservat ion programs and even legislat ions.

2.4. Underwater noise and environmental state of the sea

Figure 5 (a) shows an updated ocean ambient  noise spect rum that  Hildebrand (2009)

modif ied to account for increased levels of low-frequency ambient  noise caused by

increased anthropogenic act ivity (Figure 5 (b)) since Wenz’s (1962) measurements.

The most striking difference between Figure 5 (a) and Figure 4 is that  shipping noise

now completely dominates frequencies under 100-150 Hz regardless of sea state.

Several studies confirm the increase in low-frequency ambient  noise (Andrew et  al

2002, Ross 2005, M cDonald et  al 2006, Chapman and Price 2011).

Figure 5. Updated ocean ambient noise spectrum (a) and development of ship number and gross tonnage of

world’s fleet (b). Both figures from Hildebrand 2009.

Possible impacts of anthropogenic noise on marine mammals can work through

many mechanisms. Direct  physical responses such as temporary or permanent  shift

in hearing threshold can be caused by impulsive loud sounds (Finneran et  al 2002,
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Nacht igall et  al 2004, Lucke et  al 2009, Kastelein et  al 2012). St randings result ing in

death of marine mammals have been connected t o military operat ions involving use

of loud sonars (Frantzis 1998, Houser et  al 2001, Fernández et  al 2005). Direct

behavioral responses vary from permanent  or temporary displacement  (Bryant  et  al

1984, M orton & Symonds 2002, Castellote et  al 2012, Rako et  al 2013) to changes in

diving behavior (Aguilar de Soto et  al 2006), change of swimming direct ion or other

disrupt ion of behavior or act ivity (Ng & Leung 2003, Pirot ta et  al 2014).

Noise can cause masking and reduct ion of signal-to-noise rat io in the acoust ical

channels used by marine mammals. These can lead to missed opportunit ies and

reduced efficiency in feeding, communicat ion or navigat ion. M asking means

obscuring of one sound by another. The greater the intensity of a masking tone, the

broader the range of frequencies it  can mask, and frequencies that  are higher than

the masking sound are masked more efficient ly than those that  are lower (Rossing et

al 1990, p.102). Broadband (white) noise masks all frequencies and the relat ionship

is approximately linear, meaning that  10 dB increase in noise corresponds to 10 dB

increase in hearing threshold (Rossing et  al 1990, p.102-103). M asking can cause the

animal to miss opportunit ies of feeding or mat ing, or disturb predator avoidance

(Richardson et  al 1995, Tyack 2008).

Animals adapted t o life in varying ambient  noise have vocal mechanisms for

compensat ing increased background noise. Compensat ion methods include increase

of call amplitude (Holt  et  al 2008, Parks et  al 2010, Scheifele et  al 2005) which is

known as the Lombard effect  and has been observed in a variety of animals across

environments and taxa (Brumm & Zollinger 2011). Other compensat ion methods

observed in marine mammals include change of call repet it ion or durat ion (M iller et

al 2000, Foote et  al 2004, Castellote et  al 2012) or frequency (Parks et  al 2007,

Castellote et  al 2012).

Even if the animals were able to compensate elevated noise levels by adjust ing

vocalizat ions or migrat ing to a quieter environment, t he noise exposure m ight st ill

carry r isks. The relat ionship between noise and stress is well-known in humans and

terrestrial animals (M öller 1978, Westman & Walters 1981). Lately noise induced
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st ress has been shown in f ish (Wysocki et  al 2012) and right  whales (Rolland et  al

2012). Vocal compensat ion can mean increased cost  invested in the vocalizat ions or

the use of a subopt imal channel, and migrat ion to a quieter habitat  can mean

moving to inferior shelter or feeding grounds (Tyack 2008).

Exposure to one threat or pressure can also impact an animal’s vulnerability to

another st ressor (Tyack 2008). M ult iple anthropogenic threats such as habitat  loss

and degradat ion, environmental t oxins and over-f ishing can together inf lict

cumulat ive costs with more severe effects than any of t he stressors alone (Wright  et

al 2007). Therefore even the subt ler effects of underwater noise can together with

other st ressors become significant .

Increasing awareness of adverse effects of underwater anthropogenic noise has

prompted efforts of underwater noise management around the world. It  is also

included in the European Union’s M arine St rategy Framework Direct ive (Direct ive

2008/ 56/ EC). The goal of the M SFD is to achieve or maintain good environmental

status (GES) of the EU's marine waters by 2020.

Descriptor 11 of the M SFD states

Int roduct ion of energy, including underwater noise, is at  levels that  do not

adversely affect  the marine environment .

The European Commission decision (EC 2010) on criteria and methodological

standards on good environmental status of marine waters nominates third-octave

bands with center frequencies 63 Hz and 125 Hz as indicators of GES regarding

cont inuous low frequency sound. The need for further invest igat ion and

development of the indicators regarding descriptor 11 is acknow ledged in the

decision, and addit ional (higher) frequency bands have been recommended based

on scient ific evidence (Van der Graaf et  al 2012, Hermannsen et  al 2014).

3. Harbor porpoises and sound

Harbor porpoise is a small toot hed whale widely spread around coastal temperate

waters all over the Northern hemisphere (Hammond et  al 2008). It  produces
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narrow-band high-frequency (NBHF) echolocat ion clicks that  it  uses to find prey,

perceive its surroundings, navigate, and communicate with conspecifics (M øhl &

Andersen 1973, Clausen et  al 2011).

The harbor porpoise clicks focus around 130 kHz (M øhl & Andersen 1973), have a

bandwidth of 6–26 kHz and can have a source level of 190 dB re 1 Pa (Villadsgaard

et al 2007). The durat ion of one click is around 44–113 s (Villadsgaard et  al 2007)

and the inter-click interval is varied in relat ion to context  (Verfu  et  al 2009). When

the animal is searching for prey, the inter-click int erval is around 30–100 ms, and

when approaching prey the intervals become shorter. When the animal is around 1-

2 meters from the prey, the clicks become a buzz with inter-click intervals of about

1,5 ms (Verfu  et  al 2009).

Harbor porpoises being the one of smallest  marine mammals also vocalize at  very

high f requencies, which corresponds to the morphological adaptat ion hypothesis

(M AH). The 130 kHz frequency used by porpoises may have evolved to use a w indow

of low ambient noise (M iller & Wahlberg 2013, Sayigh 2014), which corresponds to

acoust ic adaptat ion hypothesis (AAH). It  also f its the reduced hearing sensit ivity area

of killer whales at  high frequencies (M adsen et  al 2005, M iller &  Wahlberg 2013,

Sayigh 2014) which could be interpreted as occupying an acoust ical niche defined by

ecological interact ions (ANH). Furthermore a study by Kyhn et  al (2013) described a

part it ioning of acoust ic spectra by sympat ric porpoise species, Dall’s porpoise

(Phocoenoides dalli) and harbor porpoise in Canada. The Canadian harbor porpoises

used higher frequency clicks than their conspecif ics in Denmark, and character

displacement to avoid hybridizat ion of sympat ric species is suggested by the

authors. This corresponds to the last  of the four bioacoust ics hypotheses described

by Farina (2014), the species recognit ion hypothesis (SNH).

Harbor porpoise hearing is most sensit ive at  16-140 kHz frequencies (Kastelein et  al

2002; Figure 6). The hearing range is except ionally wide, and harbor porpoises can

hear noise at  least  above 500 Hz (M iller & Wahlberg 2013). Sound well outside the

frequency range of the porpoise clicks such as precipitat ion noise, has been
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witnessed to cause the animal to abort  prevailing behaviors like foraging (M iller &

Wahlberg 2013).

Figure 6.  Harbor porpoise audiogram (from Kastelein et al 2002)

3.1. Harbor porpoise sensitivity to anthropogenic noise

Acoust ic disturbance can cause displacement of harbor porpoises. In an effort  to

decrease harbor porpoise mortality in gill nets, several studies have addressed

porpoise react ions to acoust ic harassment devices. Studies show that  acoust ic

alarms used to decrease marine mammal by-catch in gill net  fisheries are effect ive in

repelling harbor porpoises (Kastelein et  al 2000, Culik et  al 2001, Johnston 2002,

Olesiuk et  al 2002, Brandt et  al 2013) which can also suggest impact of other loud

underwater sounds.

Less evidence has been found of the effect  of involuntary anthropogenic noise on

harbor porpoises, but  a displacement follow ing construct ion of w ind farms,

specifically in relat ion to pile driving has been recorded in several cases (Carstensen

et al 2006, Brandt et  al 2011, Teilmann & Carstensen 2012, Dähne et  al 2013). There
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is some conf lict ing evidence on whether the displacement following w ind farm

construct ion is temporary w ith harbor porpoise act ivity in the area returning quickly

to pre-const ruct ion levels during operat ional phase of wind farms (Scheidat  et  al

2011) or more permanent  or slowly recovering (Teilmann &  Carstensen 2012).

There is very lim ited evidence on changes in vocal behavior of harbor porpoises as a

response to anthropogenic noise. In a recent study a decrease of buzzing act ivity

(click t rains classified as buzzes based on inter-click intervals) was observed

following the use of air guns in a seismic study (Pirot ta et  al 2014). Buzzing has been

connected to foraging and social communicat ion (Verfu  et  al 2009, Clausen et  al

2011, Nuut t ila et  al 2013) suggest ing a disturbance in either of these act ivit ies. No

studies have been published on the effect  of shipping on harbor porpoise, although

based on studies on other cetaceans an impact  may be expected.

Porpoises inhabit  coastal regions of the northern hemisphere which also tend to

have the highest  density of shipping and other human act ivity. M any local

populat ions have declined, and the Balt ic Sea subpopulat ion is crit ically endangered.

Informat ion is therefore urgent ly needed on prevalence of anthropogenic noise in

Balt ic harbor porpoise habitat s and its possible impact  on the animals, especially

regarding the ubiquitous shipping noise.

4. Material and methods

BIAS is an EU Life+ project  running from 2012 to 2016. The goals of the project

include describing the levels at  which underwater noise is introduced in the Balt ic

Sea, and ult imately making sure that  it  is at  levels that  have no harmful effects on

the marine environment . BIAS is a joined project  of the Balt ic Sea countr ies.

Altogether 40 hydrophones are mounted at  the sea bot tom around the Balt ic Sea,

and they will cont inue recording the ambient  noise for the durat ion of the year

2014. This study uses preliminary results of BIAS recordings from three stat ions

located in the Gulf of Finland, and one stat ion located in Store Bælt , Denmark

(Figure 7 and Table 1).
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Figure 7. BIAS stations and corresponding FM I weather stations used in this study

Porpoise act ivit y is recorded at  stat ion 36 by a C-POD click detector mounted

together with the BIAS hydrophone logger. As sound source data I use FM I

observat ions on wind speeds and wave heights and AIS (Automat ic Ident ificat ion

System) data on ships registered around the Balt ic Sea. Locat ions and parameters of

stat ions used in this study are given in Table 1.

Station LAT LON Depth C-POD Wave

buoy

Weather station Distance

17 59,80 23,62 17,7 m - - Raasepori Jussarö 3 km

18 59,97 25,25 48 m - X Helsinki Helsingin majakka 18 km

19 60,25 27,25 62 m - - Kotka Haapasaari 5 km

36 55,37 11,02 20 m X - - -

Table 1. BIAS stations and corresponding weather stations used in this study

The t imes in all data sets were combined based on their UTC t imestamps, and to

account for minor clock drifts in underwater measurements, the smallest  unit  of

t ime I studied was one minute. I converted all dat a sets to a precision of one minute

by averaging values of more detailed t ime scale, and interpolat ing values of coarser

t ime scale when a linear change could be assumed.
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4.1. Sound pressure levels

The sound pressure levels are measured in BIAS project  using two types of

hydrophone loggers: SM 2M  logger by Wildlife Acoust ics1 and DSG Ocean Loggers by

Loggerhead Inst ruments2. The loggers are anchored on t he seafloor and between

the anchor and the instrument there is an acoust ic release system, eliminat ing the

need for surface buoys. The descript ions of the hydrophone loggers and their

riggings used in BIAS project  along w ith the procedures for deployment and retr ieval

are explained in Verfuß et  al (2014).

Analyzing of the recorded sound files is done according to BIAS standards for signal

processing (Folegot et  al unpublished). The mean levels of root-mean-square sound

pressures are calculated for third-octave bands 63 and 125 Hz at  20 second intervals.

For studying the ef fect  of noise on porpoise act ivit y, I calculated SPL’s at  stat ion 36

for third-octave bands 800 and 1000 Hz in addit ion to the bands provided by BIAS

project . To get  the t ime resolut ion of 1 minute used in this study, I averaged the 20s

means to one minute means using funct ion meandB of R package seewave (Sueur et

al 2008).

4.2. Sound sources

I used AIS (Automat ic Ident if icat ion System) and VM S (Vessel M onitoring System)

data on ship t raf fic as anthropogenic sound sources, and meteorological observat ion

data on wave height  and wind speed as natural sources of underwater sounds.

AIS data was provided by HELCOM  for use in BIAS project . The data consist s of

coordinate posit ions with varying t ime steps for each ship registered in the AIS. For

this study I took into account all ships that  were moving, and that  had registered at

least  once closer than 15 km from any BIAS stat ion. For these ships, I interpolated

route points for each minute within their f irst  and last  registered posit ion. An

1 ht tp:/ / www.wildlifeacoust ics.com/
2 ht tp:/ / loggerhead.com/
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example of registered (original) and interpolated route points is shown in Figure 8.

The interpolat ion was done assuming a straight  line from one registered point  to the

next  using linear interpolat ion method in R package zoo (Zeileis & Grothendieck

2005). VM S data was provided by the M inist ry of Agriculture and Forestry of Finland

for use in BIAS project . VM S is used by commercial f ishing vehicles, and the Finnish

data includes Finnish fishing vehicles. Ship posit ions from VM S were not

interpolated, mainly because the data includes no informat ion on whether the ship

is t ravelling, f ishing or stat ionary.

For each route point  I calculated the distances to BIAS stat ions in R using package

geosphere (Hijmans 2014). I t hen calculated the distance from each stat ion to the

closest  ship in 1 min intervals to be used as a measure of shipping intensity in

stat ist ical analysis. The intensity of shipping is a complex parameter to describe, and

in this study I decided t o use distance to the closest  ship as a simple est imate of

shipping intensity. Finding the distance to which noise from a single vessel can be

clearly detected above the ambient  noise provides a start  for understanding ship

noise propagat ion in the Balt ic Sea.

Figure 8. An example of registered (a) and interpolated (b) locations of one ship close to station 36 (Store

Bælt) in Denmark.
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The Finnish M eteorological Inst itute (FM I) provides an open access interface to its

meteorological observat ion data3. Wave heights are available for four wave buoys,

with a BIAS stat ion used in this study at  one of these locat ions (stat ion 18). Weather

observat ions are available for all (over 400) observat ion stat ions around Finland. The

data is provided through an applicat ion program interface (API) in XM L-format . I

retrieved and parsed the data using R package XM L (Lang 2012). I ret r ieved wind

speed observat ions of t he closest  possible stat ion for BIAS stat ions 17, 18 and 19,

and signif icant  wave heights for stat ion 18. The wind observat ions are provided in 10

minute intervals, and the wave heights in 1 hour intervals. I combined these only

with sound pressure levels recorded at  the t ime of the observat ion, w ith no

interpolat ion of values between observat ions. Locat ions of BIAS stat ions and related

weather stat ions that  were used in this study are listed in Table 1.

4.3. Porpoise activity

The porpoise act ivity at  part  of BIAS stat ions is recorded by porpoise click detectors

(C-POD’s) rigged together with the BIAS hydrophone loggers. This is a cont inuat ion

installment of the SAM BAH –project 4 that  has been studying harbor porpoise

distribut ion in the Balt ic Sea during 2011-2013. C-POD’s are submersible click-

loggers manufactured by Chelonia Ltd5, and they are widely used in passive acoust ic

monitoring of cetaceans around the world. C-POD is act ivated by click-like sounds in

the water, and it  records the numbers and charact erist ics of observed clicks. C-POD

comes w ith its own software for t ransforming and filtering the data. Using the C-

POD software click t rains corresponding to predefined species classificat ions can be

ret rieved from the data. The NBHF (narrow-band high-frequency) classificat ion

corresponds to harbor porpoise clicks (Figure 9; At tachment I).

Using the C-POD software, I ext racted the classified NBHF click t rains for the study

period, and calculated numbers of click t rains for each minute. I also calculated

porpoise posit ive minutes (ppm) for some of the study periods. Porpoise posit ive

3 ht tps:/ / en.ilmat ieteenlaitos.fi/ open-data
4 ht tp:/ / www.sambah.org/
5 ht tp:/ / www.chelonia.co.uk/
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minute is any m inute that  has at  least  one classified NBHF click t rain. I used click

trains classif ied as NBHF porpoise clicks in quality classes ‘High’ and ‘M oderate’ as is

advised in C-POD user guide (C-POD).

Figure 9. View of C-POD software (see larger figure in Attachment I). The lower panel shows unclassified

recorded clicks and the upper panel shows results of click train classification (NBHF). Time scale on x-axis is 0 -

14 s and frequency scale on y-axis 10 - 170 kHz. Color in result panel denotes quality of classification (red =

‘High’, yellow = ‘M oderate’). Clicks in the figure are concentrated around 130 kHz.

During the period of porpoise diel rhythm study (f rom 1.1.2014 to 30.6.2014) the

daily sunlight  t ime at  stat ion 36 varied from around 7 to 17,5 hours. Therefore the

diel rhythms of harbor porpoises can’t  correct ly be described using hours of day, but

rather proport ion of day in relat ion to sunrise and sunset t imes. For this I divided the

day into dark and light  periods and then converted the clock t imes into degrees (0° -

360°) represent ing proport ion of day. The proport ion of day at  sunrise is set  t o 0°

and the proport ion of day at  sunset  is set  to 180°. For the rest , I calculated the

proport ion of the day as:

For light  period (0° - 180°):

= 180

And for dark period (180° – 360°):

= 180 + 180
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where t  = t ime of event , t b = t ime at  begin of period and  t e = t ime at  end of period. If

t  is before or at  sunrise, period begins at  sunset  of the day before and ends at

sunrise. If t  is after sunrise and before or at  sunset , period is f rom sunrise to sunset ,

and if t  is after sunset , period begins f rom sunset and ends at  sunrise of the

following day. Sunset and sunrise t imes for study locat ion were calculated in R using

funct ion sunrise.set () found in package St reamM etabolism (Sefick 2013). I chose the

degree presentat ion of day instead of for example percentage to account for the

circular nature of sunrise and sunset . The end of one day is the beginning of another

day, so the proport ion of day is bet ter represented by circular values such as 0-360°

than by linear values such as 0-1.

4.4. Statistical analysis

The study period of altogether 6 months consists of around 216 000 minutes of

samples. Very large sample sizes make stat ist ical significance test ing very powerful,

which means it  is possible to detect  very minor effects, that  don’t  necessarily have

pract ical signif icance. Lin et  al (2013) suggest  a number of ways to take advantage of

a large data set  while avoiding the p-value def lat ion problem. Large data can be split

to subsamples by a categorical variable, and study each sample separately while

maintaining sufficient  power in the test . Calculat ion of correlat ion coefficients is not

negat ively affected by large sample sizes. Furthermore the p-value deflat ion

problem can be avoided by doing repeated randomized tests w ith subsamples of the

data. The randomizat ion of samples also reduces the effect  of possible auto-

correlat ion in data.

4.4.1. Sound pressure levels and sound sources

To study hypotheses H1a (M easured sound pressure levels correlate with wave

height) and H1b (M easured sound pressure levels correlate w ith wind speed) I

tested the follow ing null-hypotheses:

H1a0: The sound pressure levels don’t  correlate with significant  wave height

H1b0: The sound pressure levels don’t  correlate with w ind speed
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To test  the null-hypotheses I calculated Pearson’s product-moment correlat ion

coefficients for measured sound pressure levels with wind speed and signif icant

wave height  for each stat ion and third-octave band separately. The parametric

Pearson’s correlat ion was used because the expected response of sound pressure

level to sound sources is linear.

To examine hypothesis H2 (M easured sound pressure levels correlate with intensity

of shipping) I tested the null-hypothesis:

H20: The sound pressure levels don’t  correlate w ith distance to closest  ship

I calculated Pearson’s product-moment correlat ion coeff icients just  like for w ind and

wave parameters. All stat ions showed a leveling off in SPL response after about 5 km

distance. I therefore calculated two sets of correlat ions: for distances up to 5 km and

for distances up to 15 km (the distance for which I had included ships in my data

set).

4.4.2. Diel patterns in porpoise activity

I used circular stat ist ics (Pewsey et  al 2013) to test  hypothesis H3a (Porpoise

echolocat ion act ivit y has a diel rhythm). Circular stat ist ics enable representat ion of

data on a circular rather than linear scale, and therefore suit  well data represent ing

diel, lunar or seasonal cycles.

I divided the porpoise data to monthly subsamples, and examined diel pat terns

during each month with circular stat ist ics using R package circular (Agost inelli &

Lund 2013). I plot ted click t rain numbers per minute over a circular representat ion

of a day using R package plotrix (Lemon 2006). Summaries of the click t rain

dist ribut ions over a day are shown in rose diagrams. A rose diagram is like a

histogram for circular data: the areas of sectors in rose diagrams represent the

relat ive frequencies in the classes. M ean resultant  vectors represent ing sample

mean direct ion ( ) and sample mean resultant  length (R) (Pewsey et  al 2013, p.22-

25) are plot ted over the Rose diagrams. The sample mean resultant  length R has a
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value between 0 and 1, and the greater the R value, the more closely the

distribut ion is clustered around the mean direct ion . Kernel density est imates are

used to further illust rate the distr ibut ion of the data (Pewsey et  al 2013, p.15-17).

They are presented by dot ted lines around the rose diagrams.

For stat ist ical test ing of the diel rhythm (hypothesis H3a) I t ested the follow ing null-

hypothesis:

H3a0: The click t rains are uniformly dist r ibuted over a day

Following the methods Brandt et  al (2014) used on similar data, I tested the monthly

samples for uniformity of dist ribut ion using Rayleigh’s test . Rayleigh’s test  calculates

the mean resultant  length (R) as test  stat ist ic, and if the values are high enough, the

data is taken to be too concent rated to come from a uniform dist ribut ion (Pewsey et

al 2013, p.80-82).

4.4.3. Sound pressure levels and porpoise activity

Based on the stat ist ics on diel pat terns, I chose M arch and April, the months with

the strongest concent rat ion in click t rain distribut ion, t o test  hypothesis H3b

(Increase in sound pressure level causes variat ion in porpoise diel rhythms). I divided

the sample into subsamples by mean SPL’s in third-octave bands 63, 125, 800 and

1000 Hz. 63 and 125 Hz were chosen because they are the bands specified in M SDF

Descriptor 11 Indicators. 800 and 1000 Hz were chosen as they represent

frequencies that  are known to be within porpoise hearing range.

If t he mean SPL of the minute in given band was less than or equal to the median for

that  band over a month, I labeled the minute as ‘Low’ regarding the band in

quest ion. If t he mean SPL of the minute was more than the median for that  band

over a month, I labeled the minute as ‘High’. For stat ist ical test ing of differences in

diel rhythms (hypothesis H3b) I formulated three null-hypotheses:

H3b01: Click t rains in ‘Low’ and ‘High’ SPL groups represent a common dist ribut ion

over day
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H3b02: Click t rains in ‘Low’ and ‘High’ SPL groups have a common concent rat ion

H3b03: Click t rains in ‘Low’ and ‘High’ SPL groups have a common mean direct ion

I tested whether porpoise act ivity in ‘Low’ and ‘High’ groups for each band

represented a common daily dist ribut ion (H3b01)  by using a randomized version of

Watson’s Two-Sample test  for circular data, as described in Pewsey et  al (2013,

p.144-145), and whether the porpoise act ivit y dist ribut ions in the two groups had

common concent rat ion (H3b02) and direct ion (H3b03) using Walraff's non-parametr ic

test  for common concent rat ion (Pewsey et  al 2013, p.139) and the bootstrapping

version of Watson's large-sample non-paramet ric test  for common mean direct ion

(Pewsey et  al 2013, p.134-136).

To study the observed SPL related effects in more detail, I further classified the

minutes in four SPL classes based on the 25%, 50% and 75% quant iles of SPL for each

month. This was also done to January data in order to compare possible effects

relat ing to SPL class and shipping intensity. The SPL classes were defined as: 1 (0-

25%) = minutes w ith SPL below 25 % quant ile, 2 (25-50%) = minutes w ith SPL

between 25% and 50% quant iles, 3 (50-75%) = minutes w ith SPL between 50% and

75% quant iles, and 4 (75-100%) = m inutes w ith SPL above 75% quant ile.

4.4.4. Shipping and porpoise activity

To study the relat ionship between porpoise act ivit y and shipping, I classified each

minute of the data by the presence of ships (‘Ship’ or ‘No ship’). If the closest  ship to

the stat ion was less than 2 km away, that  minute was classified as ‘Ship’, otherwise

as ‘No ship’. The 2 km distance was chosen based on plots of SPL as a funct ion of

distance to the closest  ship (Figure 14, Figure 15, Figure 16 and Figure 17) because it

was roughly the distance for which in all stat ions individual ships could always be

detected above background noise.

Since I only had shipping data for January, when t he porpoise diel pat tern was

relat ively weak, I chose not to use circular stat ist ics to study diel pat terns by ship

presence. Instead I formulated the null-hypothesis:
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H3c0: There is no difference in mean numbers of click t rains in absence or presence

of ships.

I t ested the null hypothesis H3c0 using non-paramet ric M ann-Whitney U-test . To

account for large and unequal sample sizes, I tested random samples of 1000 + 1000

minutes (1000 minutes of each category), repeat ing each test  10 t imes with new

random samples. Random samples were ext racted from data using R base funct ion

sample (R Core 2013).

To study the observed ship related ef fect  in more detail, I further classified the

minutes in five classes based on proximity of the closest  ship. The classes were

assigned on 500 m intervals: 0-0,5 km, 0,5-1,0 km, 1,0-1,5 km, 1,5-2,0 km and above

2,0 km t o correspond for the 2 km threshold used in ‘Ship’ and ‘No ship’

classificat ion. I tested the differences of means between groups using non-

parametric Kruskal-Wallis mult iple comparisons test .

5. Results

5.1. Sound pressure levels and weather observations

M easured sound pressure levels at  third-octave bands 63 an 125 Hz correlate w ith

wind speed and with signif icant  wave height . The wind speed correlat ion at  63 Hz

band is the strongest  at  stat ion 17 (r = 0,86, Figure 10) and the weakest  at  stat ion 18

(r= 0,52, Figure 11). The w ind speed correlat ion at  125 Hz band is also the strongest

at  stat ion 17 (r = 0,85) but  the weakest at  stat ion 19 (r= 0,64, Figure 12). All wind

and wave speed correlat ions are listed in Table 2.  The wave height  correlat ion at

stat ion 18 was 0,54 at  63 Hz band and 0,63 at  125 Hz band (Figure 13).
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Figure 10. BIAS 17 (Jussarö) January mean 1/ 3 octave band sound pressure levels as a function of wind speed.

Figure 11. BIAS 18 (Finska Viken) January mean 1/ 3 octave band sound pressure levels as a function of wind

speed.
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Figure 12. BIAS 19 (Haapasaari) January mean 1/ 3 octave band sound pressure levels as a function of wind

speed.

Figure 13. BIAS 18 (Finska viken) January mean 1/ 3 octave band sound pressure levels as a function of

significant wave height
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Station Third-octave band Variable r 95 % CI p

BIAS 17 63 Hz Wind speed 0,86 0,86 - 0,87 < 0,001 * * *

BIAS17 125 Hz Wind speed 0,85 0,84 - 0,85 < 0,001 * * *

BIAS 18 63 Hz Wind speed 0,52 0,50 - 0,54 < 0,001 * * *

BIAS 18 125 Hz Wind speed 0,67 0,65 - 0,68 < 0,001 * * *

BIAS 19 63 Hz Wind speed 0,58 0,57 - 0,59 < 0,001 * * *

BIAS 19 125 Hz Wind speed 0,64 0,63 - 0,65 < 0,001 * * *

BIAS 18 63 Hz Wave height 0,54 0,45 - 0,62 < 0,001 * * *

BIAS 18 125 Hz Wave height 0,63 0,55 - 0,70 < 0,001 * * *

Table 2. Correlation coefficients of sound pressure levels with wind speed and significant wave height

The data doesn’t  support  null hypotheses H1a0 or H1b0. Hypotheses H1a (M easured

sound pressure levels correlate with wave height ) and H1b (M easured sound

pressure levels correlate with wind speed) are confirmed.

5.2. Sound pressure levels and shipping

M easured sound pressure levels at  t hird-octave bands 63 and 125 Hz correlate with

distance to closest  ship up to a distance of around 5 km at  all stat ions. At  stat ion 17

there was very lit t le ship t raff ic near the stat ion (Figure 14), while stat ions 18 (Figure

15) and 19 (Figure 16) have ships more frequent ly closer than 5 km from the stat ion.

However at  stat ion 17 there were a lot  of ships registering at  distances over around

7 km from the stat ion. At  stat ion 19 the overall number of ship regist rat ions w ithin

15 km was the smallest  (n = 1 547), while at  stat ion 17 the number of ships

regist rat ions w ithin 5 km was the lowest (n = 48). The Danish stat ion 36 (Figure 17),

which is located right  next  to a busy shipping lane, had by far the most ship

regist rat ions w ithin 5 km (n = 14 954) and 15 km (n = 22 607). Correlat ion with

distance to closest  ship within 5 km was strongest  at  stat ion 19 and w ith distance to

closest  ship within 15 km at  stat ion 36. Both were weakest  at  stat ion 17. All

correlat ion coefficients of sound pressure levels w ith distance to closest  ship within

5 and 15 km are given in Table 3 along w ith 95 % confidence intervals, p-values and

numbers of observat ions.
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Figure 14. BIAS 17 (Jussarö) January mean third-octave band sound pressure levels as a function of distance to

closest ship

Figure 15. BIAS 18 (Finska viken) January mean third-octave band sound pressure levels as a function of

distance to closest ship
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Figure 16. BIAS 19 (Haapasaari) January mean third-octave band sound pressure levels as a function of

distance to closest ship

Figure 17. BIAS 36 (Store bælt) January mean third-octave band (125 and 1000 Hz) sound pressure levels as a

function of distance to closest ship
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Station Band N (5 km) r (5 km) CI 95% p

BIAS 17 63 Hz 48 -0,79 -0,88 - -0,65 < 0,001 * * *

BIAS 17 125 Hz 48 -0,86 -0,92 - -0,76 < 0,001 * * *

BIAS 18 63 Hz 426 -0,65 -0,70 - -0,59 < 0,001 * * *

BIAS 18 125 Hz 426 -0,61 -0,67 - -0,55 < 0,001 * * *

BIAS 19 63 Hz 156 -0,88 -0,91 - -0,84 < 0,001 * * *

BIAS 19 125 Hz 156 -0,88 -0,91 - -0,84 < 0,001 * * *

BIAS 36 125 Hz 14 954 -0,59 -0,60 - -0,58 < 0,001 * * *

BIAS 36 1000 Hz 14 954 -0,64 -0,65 - -0,63 < 0,001 * * *

N (15 km) r (15 km)

BIAS 17 63 Hz 9 316 0,017 -0,003 - 0,037 > 0,05

BIAS 17 125 Hz 9 316 0,022 0,002 - 0,043 < 0,05   *

BIAS 18 63 Hz 4 475 -0,23 -0,26 - -0,21 < 0,001 * * *

BIAS 18 125 Hz 4 475 -0,28 -0,31 - -0,26 < 0,001 * * *

BIAS 19 63 Hz 1 547 -0,56 -0,59 - -0,52 < 0,001 * * *

BIAS 19 125 Hz 1 547 -0,58 -0,61 - -0,55 < 0,001 * * *

BIAS 36 125 Hz 22 607 -0,78 -0,78 - -0,77 < 0,001 * * *

BIAS 36 1000 Hz 22 607 -0,70 -0,71 - -0,69 < 0,001 * * *

Table 3. Correlation coefficients of sound pressure levels with distance to closest ship within 5 and 15 km

The data doesn’t  support  the null hypothesis H20. M easured sound pressure levels

correlate with intensity of shipping, as was stated in hypothesis H2.

5.3. Diel patterns in porpoise activity

The mean number of click t rains per minute was the highest  in January (1,96 t rains /

minute, 95% CI ±0,05) and the lowest in February (0,15 t rains /  m inute, 95% CI

±0,02). Porpoises were registered most f requent ly in M ay, when 13 393 minutes out

of 44 640 total minutes had at  least  one porpoise click t rain registered at  the stat ion.

Least  regist rat ions occurred in February w ith only 1 433 minutes with porpoises out

of 40 320 total minutes. M ean numbers of t rains for each month and light  and dark

periods separately are given in Table 4.
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The porpoise click t rains concentrate in the dark period of the day, which is

represented by the left  side of the circular plots (Figure 18). The deviat ion from

uniform distribut ion is stat ist ically significant in all monthly subsamples, and the

concent rat ion is st rongest  in M arch and April (Table 5). The mean resultant  vectors

represent ing the concent rat ion are shown in Figure 19, and the mean direct ions and

lengths of the resultant  vectors are given in Table 5.

M onth Period N minutes N ppm % ppm N trains / minute 95% CI

Jan Total 44 640 12 859 29 % 1,95 ± 0,05

Jan Light 14 567 4 231 29 % 2,27 ± 0,09

Jan Dark 30 073 8 628 29 % 1,80 ± 0,06

Feb Total 40 320 1 433 4 % 0,15 ± 0,02

Feb Light 16 238 343 2 % 0,09 ± 0,02

Feb Dark 24 082 1 090 5 % 0,19 ± 0,02

M ar Total 44 580 7 882 18 % 0,99 ± 0,04

M ar Light 22 087 2 688 12 % 0,49 ± 0,03

M ar Dark 22 493 5 194 23 % 1,49 ± 0,06

Apr Total 43 200 12 770 30 % 1,92 ± 0,05

Apr Light 25 502 4 650 18 % 0,78 ± 0,03

Apr Dark 17 698 8 120 46 % 3,56 ± 0,10

M ay Total 44 640 13 393 30 % 1,65 ± 0,04

M ay Light 30 178 7 271 24 % 1,08 ± 0,04

M ay Dark 14 462 6 122 42 % 2,85 ± 0,10

Jun Total 43 200 12 072 28 % 1,63 ± 0,04

Jun Light 31 235 7 319 23 % 1,15 ± 0,04

Jun Dark 11 965 4 753 40 % 2,87 ± 0,11

Table 4. Occurrence of clicks trains per month. ppm = porpoise positive minutes (minutes with at least one

porpoise click train registered).
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Figure 18. Distributions of raw click train data by proportion of day. The radial scale goes from 0 (centre) to 80

(outermost circle) trains per minute. Proportion of day is represented as degrees: 0° (up) = sunrise, 90° (right)

= solar midday, 180° (down) = sunset and 270° (left) = solar midnight.

Figure 19. Summary data on click train distributions. Dotted line is a kernel density estimate (bandwidth = 30).

Arrows represent mean resultant vectors (see Table 5).
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M onth R Rayleigh’s test  p-
value

January 242° 0,167 < 0,001* * *

February 273° 0,297 < 0,001* * *

M arch 253° 0,409 < 0,001* * *

April 249° 0,402 < 0,001* * *

M ay 214° 0,269 < 0,001* * *

June 198° 0,167 < 0,001* * *

Table 5. Numerical values for the mean resultant vectors represented in Figure 19 and their statistical

significance.  = sample mean direction and R = sample mean resultant length

The null hypothesis H3a0 (Porpoise echolocat ion act ivit y is evenly dist ributed over

day. There is no significant  diversion from uniform dist ribut ion.) is not  supported by

the data. Porpoise echolocat ion act ivity seems to have a diel rhythm, confirming

hypothesis H3a.

5.4. Sound pressure levels and porpoise activity

In both third-octave bands the percentage of porpoise posit ive m inutes was slight ly

lower when SPL was above median, yet  in dark periods the mean number of click

trains per minute was higher in higher SPL classes. In light  period also the mean

number of click t rains per minute was lower when SPL was above median. The

numbers of click t rains per minute and numbers and percentages of porpoise

posit ive minutes for each SPL class in all third-octave bands analyzed are listed in

Table 6.

The daily dist ribut ions of click t rains in SPL classes for the third-octave bands 125

and 1000 Hz are shown in Figure 20.  The direct ion (theta) and length (R) of mean

resultant  vector of click t rain dist ribut ion over day for lower and higher 50% SPL

classes are given in Table 7 along with stat ist ical t est  results for similarity of

dist ribut ion, concent rat ion and direct ion.
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Band SPL Period N min N ppm % ppm N trains /  min 95% CI

63 Low Total 22 694 5 533 24 % 1,39 0,05

63 High Total 22 692 5 094 22 % 1,45 0,06

63 Low Light 12 583 2 080 17 % 0,68 0,04

63 High Light 12 069 1 738 14 % 0,56 0,03

63 Low Dark 10 111 3 453 34 % 2,27 0,11

63 High Dark 10 623 3 356 32 % 2,45 0,11

125 Low Total 22 693 5 424 24 % 1,34 0,05

125 High Total 22 693 5 203 23 % 1,50 0,06

125 Low Light 12 861 2 129 17 % 0,68 0,04

125 High Light 11 791 1 689 14 % 0,55 0,03

125 Low Dark 9 832 3 295 34 % 2,19 0,10

125 High Dark 10 902 3 514 32 % 2,53 0,11

800 Low Total 22 693 5 645 25 % 1,39 0,05

800 High Total 22 693 4 982 22 % 1,45 0,06

800 Low Light 12 653 2 175 17 % 0,69 0,04

800 High Light 11 999 1 643 14 % 0,55 0,04

800 Low Dark 10 040 3 470 35 % 2,26 0,10

800 High Dark 10 694 3 339 31 % 2,46 0,11

1000 Low Total 22 693 5 479 24 % 1,31 0,05

1000 High Total 22 693 5 148 23 % 1,52 0,06

1000 Low Light 12 684 2 136 17 % 0,68 0,04

1000 High Light 11 968 1 682 14 % 0,56 0,04

1000 Low Dark 10 009 3 343 33 % 2,13 0,10

1000 High Dark 10 725 3 466 32 % 2,58 0,12

Table 6. Occurrence of click trains in SPL classes for third-octave bands 63, 125, 800 and 1000 Hz. ppm =

porpoise positive minutes (minutes with at least one porpoise click train registered).

The stat ist ical test s on homogeneity of dist ribut ion and common concent rat ion

reject  the null hypotheses of porpoise click t rain distribut ions over day being similar

in low and high SPL classes (H3b01 and H3b02). The null hypothesis of common mean

direct ion (H3b03) is not  rejected. The data nevertheless supports hypothesis H3b,

that  porpoise act ivity showing diel rhythm is affected by elevated sound pressure

levels.
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Figure 20. Distribution of click trains over days by SPL 50% quantiles (Low and high SPL) for third-octave bands

125 Hz and 1000 Hz. M arch and April at station 36.

Figure 21. Kernel density estimate, concentration and mean direction of click trains over days by SPL 50%

quantiles (Low and high SPL) for third-octave bands 125 Hz and 1000 Hz. M arch and April at station 36.
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125 Hz third-octave band

Low SPL High SPL Test stat ist ic p-value

N trains 30 297 34 067

243 256

R 0,35 0,46

Watson's two-sample test  for homogeneity of distribut ion * ) 20,74 < 0,01 * *

Walraff's non-parametric test  for common concentrat ion 879,03 < 0,001 * * *

Watson's large-sample non-parametric test  for common mean

direction * * )

2,73 0,09

1000 Hz third-octave band

Low SPL High SPL Test stat ist ic p-value

N trains 29 935 34 429

242 256

R 0,36 0,45

Watson's two-sample test  for homogeneity of distribut ion * ) 14,61 < 0,01 * *

Walraff's non-parametric test  for common concentrat ion 730,13 < 0,001 * * *

Watson's large-sample non-parametric test  for common mean

direction * * )

2,73 0,17

* ) Randomized version run w ith 100 replicates
* * ) Bootstrap version run w ith 100 replicates

Table 7. Statistical comparison of daily distribution of click trains in low and high SPL classes of 125 and 1000

Hz third-octave bands

The effect  is further confirmed by comparing mean numbers of t rains per minute

during light  and dark periods for high and low SPL classes in all studied frequency

bands (Figure 22).
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Figure 22. M ean values with 95% confidence intervals of number of click trains per minute by SPL class for

third-octave bands 63, 125, 800 and 1000 Hz

The mean numbers of t rains for the SPL classificat ion based on 25%, 50% and 75%

quant iles for t hird-octave bands 125 and 1000 Hz (Figure 23 and Figure 24) show a

different  effect  during light  and dark period and in spring months and January. In

spring months there is an increase in t rain number in dark period w ith increasing

SPL. In January t rain numbers most ly decrease w it h increasing SPL, w ith an

except ion at  1000 Hz band where the click t rain numbers first  increase sharply, and

then decrease with further increasing SPL. All corresponding values are listed in

Table 8.
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Figure 23. M ean values with 95% confidence intervals of click trains per minute by SPL class: 1: 0-25%, 2: 25-

50%, 3: 50-75%, 4: 75-100% quantile for 1/ 3 octave bands 125 and 1000 Hz. Spring months (M arch+April)

station 36.

Figure 24. M ean values with 95% confidence intervals of click trains per minute by SPL class: 1: 0-25%, 2: 25-

50%, 3: 50-75%, 4: 75-100% quantile for 1/ 3 octave bands 125 and 1000 Hz. January station 36.
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Season SPL Period Band N min N ppm % ppm N trains /  min 95% CI

Jan 1 Light 125 2 018 654 32 % 2,75 ±0,28

Jan 2 Light 125 2 060 587 28 % 2,40 ±0,26

Jan 3 Light 125 1 771 510 29 % 2,16 ±0,25

Jan 4 Light 125 1 575 376 24 % 1,67 ±0,23

Jan 1 Light 1000 1 736 305 18 % 1,54 ±0,27

Jan 2 Light 1000 2 205 791 36 % 2,85 ±0,25

Jan 3 Light 1000 1 893 647 34 % 2,74 ±0,27

Jan 4 Light 1000 1 590 384 24 % 1,76 ±0,24

Jan 1 Dark 125 3 748 1 290 34 % 2,30 ±0,17

Jan 2 Dark 125 3 706 1 125 30 % 2,04 ±0,17

Jan 3 Dark 125 3 995 1 112 28 % 1,80 ±0,16

Jan 4 Dark 125 4 191 993 24 % 1,41 ±0,13

Jan 1 Dark 1000 4 030 988 25 % 1,60 ±0,15

Jan 2 Dark 1000 3 561 1 259 35 % 2,48 ±0,18

Jan 3 Dark 1000 3 873 1 272 33 % 1,99 ±0,15

Jan 4 Dark 1000 4 176 1 001 24 % 1,51 ±0,14

Spring 1 Light 125 6 523 1 061 16 % 0,64 ±0,06

Spring 2 Light 125 6 338 1 068 17 % 0,73 ±0,06

Spring 3 Light 125 6 120 973 16 % 0,58 ±0,05

Spring 4 Light 125 5 671 716 13 % 0,53 ±0,06

Spring 1 Light 1000 6 294 1 170 19 % 0,78 ±0,06

Spring 2 Light 1000 6 390 966 15 % 0,58 ±0,05

Spring 3 Light 1000 6 394 998 16 % 0,63 ±0,06

Spring 4 Light 1000 5 574 684 12 % 0,48 ±0,06

Spring 1 Dark 125 4 824 1 541 32 % 1,95 ±0,13

Spring 2 Dark 125 5 008 1 754 35 % 2,42 ±0,15

Spring 3 Dark 125 5 226 1 775 34 % 2,66 ±0,16

Spring 4 Dark 125 5 676 1 739 31 % 2,40 ±0,15

Spring 1 Dark 1000 5 053 1 837 36 % 2,38 ±0,14

Spring 2 Dark 1000 4 956 1 506 30 % 1,88 ±0,13

Spring 3 Dark 1000 4 952 1 687 34 % 2,70 ±0,17

Spring 4 Dark 1000 5 773 1 779 31 % 2,48 ±0,15

Table 8. Occurrence of porpoise clicks in SPL classes 1 (0-25%), 2 (25-50%), 3 (50-75%), 4 (75-100%) quantiles in

January and the spring months (M arch + April).
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5.5. Shipping and porpoise activity

The mean number of t rains when ships were present was 1.60 t rains /  minute (95%

ci ±0.10, n= 9811) during dark period and 1.91 t rains /  minute (95% ci ±0.16, n=4891)

during light  period, and when ships were not  present 1.90 t rains /  m inute (95% ci

±0.07, n= 20262) during dark period and 2.46 t rains /  minute (95% ci ±0.13, n=9676)

during light  period (Figure 25).

When test ing random samples of 1000 minutes w ith ship presence and 1000

minutes w ithout  ship presence the difference of mean click t rains per minute was

significant  in 9 out  of 10 tests. The results of M ann-Whitney tests are presented in

Table 9.

Figure 25. M ean values with 95% confidence intervals of number of click trains per minute by ship presence

(station 36 January)
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Ntrains by Ship Presence

Sample W p

1 523899,5 0,01975*

2 538042 0,0001619* * *

3 514451,5 0,1535

4 520926 0,04443*

5 531366 0,001793* *

6 525859,5 0,01171*

7 529410 0,003371* *

8 545639 1,05x10-5* * *

9 528384,5 0,005515* *

10 529731,5 0,002981* *

Table 9. M ann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test results for 10 random samples of 1000 + 1000 minutes with and without

ships

Figure 26. M ean values with 95% confidence intervals of number of click trains per minute by distance to

closest ship (station 36 January)

The mean number of t rains per minute for the more detailed classif icat ion of ship

proxim ity are shown in Figure 26 and the corresponding values listed in Table 10.

Results from mult iple comparison test  after Kruskal-Wallis are given in Table 11.
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Period Ship distance N min N ppm % ppm N trains /  min 95% CI

Light 1 (> 2 km) 9 676 2 972 31 % 2,45 ±0,12

Light 2 (1,5-2 km) 1 394 429 31 % 2,43 ±0,31

Light 3 (1-1,5 km) 2 021 547 27 % 2,04 ±0,23

Light 4 (0,5-1 km) 1 127 237 21 % 1,44 ±0,27

Light 5 (0-0,5 km) 349 46 13 % 0,65 ±0,27

Dark 1 (> 2 km) 20 262 6 103 30 % 1,90 ±0,07

Dark 2 (1,5-2 km) 3 015 860 29 % 1,79 ±0,18

Dark 3 (1-1,5 km) 3 986 1137 29 % 1,86 ±0,16

Dark 4 (0,5-1 km) 2 107 451 21 % 1,20 ±0,16

Dark 5 (0-0,5 km) 703 77 11 % 0,48 ±0,20

Table 10. Occurrence of click trains in ship classes based on distance to closest ship. 1: > 2km 2: 1,5-2 km, 3: 1-

1,5 km, 4: 0,5-1 km and 5: 0-0,5 km.  Ppm = porpoise positive minutes (minutes with at least one porpoise click

train registered).

Ntrains by Closest  Ship Class

M ult iple comparison test  after Kruskal-Wallis, p.value: 0.05

Groups obs.dif crit ical.dif difference

Light 1 (> 2 km)-2 (1,5-2 km) 2,90 338,17 FALSE

Light 1 (> 2 km)-3 (1-1,5 km) 282,79 288,70 FALSE

Light 1 (> 2 km)-4 (0,5-1 km) 753,75 371,54 TRUE

Light 1 (> 2 km)-5 (0-0,5 km) 1354,95 643,17 TRUE

Light 2 (1,5-2 km)-3 (1-1,5 km) 285,69 410,99 FALSE

Light 2 (1,5-2 km)-4 (0,5-1 km) 756,64 472,86 TRUE

Light 2 (1,5-2 km)-5 (0-0,5 km) 1357,85 706,56 TRUE

Light 3 (1-1,5 km)-4 (0,5-1 km) 470,96 438,85 TRUE

Light 3 (1-1,5 km)-5 (0-0,5 km) 1072,16 684,26 TRUE

Light 4 (0,5-1 km)-5 (0-0,5 km) 601,21 723,12 FALSE

Dark 1 (> 2 km)-2 (1,5-2 km) 268,13 475,69 FALSE

Dark 1 (> 2 km)-3 (1-1,5 km) 239,99 422,25 FALSE

Dark 1 (> 2 km)-4 (0,5-1 km) 1373,57 557,82 TRUE

Dark 1 (> 2 km)-5 (0-0,5 km) 3007,60 934,91 TRUE

Dark 2 (1,5-2 km)-3 (1-1,5 km) 28,13 588,18 FALSE

Dark 2 (1,5-2 km)-4 (0,5-1 km) 1105,45 691,97 TRUE

Dark 2 (1,5-2 km)-5 (0-0,5 km) 2739,47 1020,64 TRUE

Dark 3 (1-1,5 km)-4 (0,5-1 km) 1133,58 656,38 TRUE

Dark 3 (1-1,5 km)-5 (0-0,5 km) 2767,61 996,86 TRUE

Dark 4 (0,5-1 km)-5 (0-0,5 km) 1634,02 1061,41 TRUE

Table 11. Results of Kruskal-Wallis multiple comparison test (p-value < 0,05)
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The null hypothesis H3c01 (There is no difference in mean numbers of click t rains in

absence or presence of ships) is not  supported by the data. Differences of mean

numbers of t rains per minute are signif icant  between groups ‘Ship’ and ‘No ship’ and

the pairw ise comparisons of the more detailed ship proximity groups showed

significant  differences in mean numbers of t rains per minute for all comparisons

involving groups 4 or 5 except for the difference between 4 and 5 in light  period.

Hypothesis H3c is therefore confirmed by the data. Increase in shipping act ivity

seems to cause variat ion in porpoise act ivity.

6. Discussion

6.1. Sound pressure levels and weather observations

The sound pressure levels correlate significant ly w ith w ind and waves even at  low

frequency bands 63 and 125 Hz. Hildebrand’s (2009) extensions to the Knudsen

curves and updated shipping noise spect rum (Figure 5) predict  that  the impact  of

sea-state on ambient  noise pressure levels is only evident  at  frequencies above 100-

150 Hz. At  lower frequencies shipping noise dominates the ambient  noise. However

the poor propagat ion of low frequencies in shallow water together with islands and

variant  topography around the Finnish coast line can cause at tenuat ion of low

frequency noise originat ing f rom far away (Urick 1983, p.214-215). This can make it

possible in certain locat ions to study weather-driven underwater noise even at  low

frequencies typically dominated by shipping noise.

In Curt is et  al (1999) the correlat ion coeff icient  between sound level in the 200-400

Hz band and wind speed was 0,56 for their coastal hydrophones (0,79 for open-

ocean receivers). In this study the correlat ion coefficients varied between 0,52 and

0,86 for 63 Hz band and 0,64 and 0,85 for 125 Hz band. The high correlat ions even at

low frequencies indicate low ship noise contr ibut ions in some of the locat ions. The

highest correlat ions were found at  stat ion 17, wit h very lit t le ships registered nearby

during the study period.
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The different  correlat ion coefficients for different  locat ions are explained at  least

part ly by differences in the topography around the stat ion. Wind speeds cause

underwater noise through format ion of waves, which in turn is affected by the area

(fetch) over which the waves form. A map showing the surroundings of stat ion 17

(At tachment  II) reveals that  southern, eastern and northeastern sides of the stat ion

are relat ively open, whereas there are islands west , northwest  and southwest  of the

stat ion.  In January 2014 the dominant direct ion of wind was from north-northeast ,

which might  explain the high correlat ion of w ind and measured sound pressure

levels at  stat ion 17.

Stat ion 19 was under ice cover for a small period at  the end of January. This causes

the unexpectedly low sound pressure levels visible in Figure 12. This kind of sound

pressure levels that  were lower than expected based on w ind speed were only

observed at  stat ion 19, which was also the only stat ion of the three studied that  had

any ice cover during the study period. Sound pressure levels that  are higher than

expected by wind speed are visible in all three stat ions, even though stat ion 17 only

has a few observat ions diverging from the t rend. These observat ions are related to

ships, as is discussed in the next  chapter.

In Haxel et  al (2013) significant  wave heights and noise in the 10-20 Hz band (“ surf

noise band” ) were posit ively correlated by a coeff icient  of 0,69. In this study the

significant  wave heights at  stat ion 18 correlated w ith SPL at  band 63 Hz by a

coefficient  of 0,54 and at  125 Hz band by 0,63. These are very close to the

correlat ions of SPL and wind speed for t he same stat ion. This is expected as wind

affects underwater noise through wave generat ion (Poikonen 2012). However,

majority of studies report  wind induced underwat er noise, probably because wave

height observat ions are a lot  less commonly available.

Absolute levels of ambient  noise vary between stat ions. Differences in human

act ivit y, as well as terrain morphology at  and around the stat ion inf luences noise

levels. Islands reduce fetch area, shallow areas can break and at tenuate waves, and

surf breaking against  shore can cause higher noise levels (M cCreery et  al 1992).
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In addit ion to permanent propert ies of the locat ion, also temporal changes in water

column affect  absolute noise levels. Piggot  (1964) found that  ambient  noise in the

Scot ian Shelf was higher for same wind speeds in winter than in summer at  same

locat ion. He suggests the reason to be seasonal changes in thermal st ructure that

affects acoust ic propagat ion in the water column. The year-round recordings of BIAS

–project  will eventually allow describing the seasonal changes in underwater

soundscape of the Balt ic Sea as well.

6.2. Sound pressure levels and shipping

The sound pressure levels correlate significant ly w ith distance to closest  ship. The

correlat ion with ships w ithin 5 km is strongest  at  stat ion 19 where the SPL at  both

third-octave bands correlated with distance to closest  ship within 5 km by a

correlat ion coefficient  of 0,88. A correlat ion this strong indicates a high dominance

of ship noise in these bands when a ship is within 5 km of the stat ion.

All the Finnish stat ions (17, 18 and 19) showed a leveling off in SPL after distance to

closest  ship increased above around 5-7 km. Therefore also the correlat ion

coefficients with distance to closest ship within 15 km were signif icant ly lower than

those within 5 km. At  the Danish stat ion (36) such leveling off was not  observed in

125 Hz band, and the SPL correlated st rongly with distance to closest  ship within 15

km (r = 0,78).

At  all stat ions at  the Gulf of Finland the ship noise at  63 Hz band seems to level off

sooner than ship noise at  125 Hz band. In free-field propagat ion lower frequencies

are expected to at tenuate slower than higher frequencies due to increased sound

absorpt ion by water. Possible reasons for the seemingly faster at tenuat ion can be

lower source levels of ship noise at  63 Hz, or t he effect  of shallow water restrict ing

propagat ion of low frequencies. Noise spect rums of ships passing the stat ions need

to be const ructed to see relat ive source levels at  different  bands. Thereafter the

at tenuat ion of sound in different  frequencies could be assessed for the locat ions.
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The numbers of ships registering w ithin 5 or 15 km of the stat ions vary w ith the

locat ion of the stat ion. Stat ion 17 (Jussarö) had very lit t le ships registering within 5

km, but  on the other hand a lot  of registrat ions at  distances above around 7 km. The

sharp increase in number of ship regist rat ions probably comes f rom major shipping

lane (or several lanes) that  cross the Gulf of Finland east  to west . The northernmost

lane, that  is the closest  to stat ion 17, is used for example by ferries t raveling to

M ariehamn from Helsinki and Tallinn. M aps in At tachment II show the locat ions of

shipping lanes close to the stat ions.

Due to technical issues with the recordings, the January data of stat ion 18 only

covers two weeks. Nevertheless there are quite many ship regist rat ions. Stat ion 18

is located outside Helsinki, and the locat ion is expected to have a lot  of ship t raff ic.

Stat ion 19 is located outside Haapasaari at  the eastern end of the Gulf of Finland,

and had the least  ship registrat ions within 15 km. South of the stat ion there is a

major shipping lane used for example by tankers and container ships coming f rom

and going to St  Petersburg harbor. There is an increase in ship regist rat ions at

around 12 km from the stat ion, which might  be t raffic at  outer edges of the shipping

lane.

During the study period the shipping noise reached levels that  were well above

those at t ributed to wind or waves. When there w as a ship t raveling close to the

stat ion, noise from the individual ship exceeded all observed natural variat ion. The

distance to which an individual ship could be detected above the background noise

varied from around 2-3 km in high background noise at  63 Hz band to around 8-10

km in quiet  t imes at  125 Hz band.

Ships with no AIS or VM S registrat ions add random variability in the correlat ions.

Some commercial ships and most leisure boats are not  registered in AIS. Because of

the massive amount of AIS data, interpolat ing all routes for all registered ships was

not possible. Therefore ships that  had no AIS regist rat ions within 15 km of any BIAS

stat ion, were discarded from the ship data. This means that  also some ships in the
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AIS data may have passed BIAS stat ions, but  were left  out  of the analysis because of

lack of registrat ions.

A ship passing a BIAS stat ion but  not  included in AIS or VM S data, shows up as an

unusually high SPL in the data despite apparent  lack of ship nearby (points in upper

right  side of e.g. Figure 15). On the other hand, any boat owner can register to AIS

and the unusually low SPL despite apparent  ship being very close to the stat ion

(points in lower left  corner of Figure 15) could be smaller motorboats or even

sailboats. Speed of any type of vessel also inf luences the radiated noise levels

(Hildebrand 2009), which was not  taken into account in this study.

The variat ion of background noise at  the “ quiet ”  stat ion 17 is around the same levels

as for the other stat ions (18 and 19, where a leveling off in background noise could

be recognized). This variat ion probably represents noise from the shipping lane that

is a few kilometers away as is discussed above and therefore contributes to the

background noise at  stat ion 17. This suggests that  the shipping noise is somewhat

ubiquitous and contributes to ambient  noise even in relat ively quiet  locat ions where

individual ships can be recorded only randomly. Once the shipping noise enters an

acoust ic channel, such as the Balt ic Sea acoust ic channel described by Thiele (2005),

it  can t ravel long distances and become a part  of t he background noise even in

distant  locat ions. The ships t raveling around the Balt ic Sea at  any given moment add

up to form the overall background noise at  low frequencies.

The ship-induced sound pressure levels were very different  for the Danish stat ion

that  is located right  next  to a very densely t raff icked shipping lane. During the

shipping study period (January) there were only a few random observat ions when

the closest  ship was more than around 8 km away, and a leveling of f into

background noise similar to the Finnish stat ions could not  be observed for the low-

frequency band (125 Hz). Noise at  the higher frequency band (1000 Hz) at tenuates

much faster, and a leveling off can be seen after around 5 km (Figure 17). When

there are so many ships close to the stat ion at  all t imes, the distance to closest  ship

is not  a very good measure of shipping intensity. This is indicated by large variance in

SPL as a funct ion of distance to closest  ship in Figure 17. A more representat ive
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met ric combining numbers of ships and their distances from the stat ion might  work

bet ter in predict ing ship-induced sound pressure levels at  locat ions w ith high ship

density.

The AIS data has a lot  of addit ional informat ion not  used in this study, such as sizes,

types and speeds of vessels. These could be used t o build bet ter models of shipping

noise. In addit ion combining shipping and weather informat ion would allow

invest igat ing how sea state, sea ice or other environmental condit ions change the

characterist ics and propagat ion of shipping noise.

6.3. Diel patterns in porpoise activity

The diel rhythms observed in echolocat ion act ivity likely reflect  diel rhythms of

porpoise prey (Todd et  al 2009). M ain harbor porpoise prey species are cod, herring

and sprat  (Rae 1965, Aarefjord et  al 1995, Koschinski 2001), but  they are also known

to feed varying f ish species, possibly opportunist ically (Koschinski 2001). Herr ing and

sprat  schools migrate upward in water column when light  intensity starts decreasing

at dusk and schools dissolve after light  intensity drops below a crit ical threshold

(Blaxter & Parrish 1965, Nilsson et  al 2013). This behavior was recorded in the Balt ic

Sea in M arch (Nilsson et  al 2013) which coincides with st rong diel var iat ions of

porpoise echolocat ion act ivit y found in this study (Figure 19). It  might  be that  the

migrat ion of prey f ish upwards in the water column provokes predat ion by

porpoises, which then shows as increased echolocat ion act ivit y in the click loggers.

The concentrat ion of click t rains is strongest in M arch and April, when also the light

intensity differences between night  and day are t he highest . The concent rat ions

weaken symmetrically towards w inter and summer (Figure 19 and Table 5). In

winter months, the sun doesn’t  rise very high during short  light  periods, and during

summer it  stays close to horizon throughout short  dark periods. So for marine

animals to show light  controlled daily regimes in t hese lat itudes, spr ing and fall

months would seem like the best  t ime. The observed pat terns are consistent  with
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the assumpt ion that  diel rhythms of harbor porpoises follow those of their prey f ish,

which in turn are controlled by light  condit ions.

There is a period of very low echolocat ion act ivit y in February (Figure 18), which

might  indicate a migrat ion out  of the study area, and then back later on. General

movements of harbor porpoises have been related to oceanographic features

(M arubini et  al 2009), movement of prey (Johnston et  al 2005), and calving

(Koschinski 2001). However there’s st ill very lit t le knowledge on the large-scale

movement of porpoises in the Balt ic Sea. The ongoing SAM BAH –project  is about to

publish f inal results in December 2014, which might provide new informat ion

regarding this.

When comparing the numbers in Table 4 to those represented as circular plots

(Figure 18) it  is important  t o remember that  the lengths of dark and light  period

vary, but  in circular representat ion they are normalized to a half circle (180°) each.

For example in January 29 % of minutes have porpoise registrat ions in both dark and

light  period, yet  the total number of porpoise posit ive minutes in dark period is

almost twice that  of the light  period. This causes the circular representat ion t o show

significant concent rat ion of porpoise act ivit y in the dark period (Figure 19), even

though in January the mean number of click t rains is actually lower in dark period

than in light  (Table 4). Which interpretat ion reflects the porpoise behavior bet ter,

depends on the quest ion. In the follow ing analyses regarding impact  of sound

pressure level I used data from M arch and April, when the lengths of light  and dark

period are close to equal, so this is not  an issue. The effect  or day length on marine

life is it self an interest ing quest ion, for which year-round data recordings are again

needed.

6.4. Sound pressure levels and porpoise activity

Porpoise click t rain diel concent rat ion was stronger when sound pressure levels

were above median (Figure 21). The rose diagrams, kernel density est imates and

mean resultant  vectors of dist ribut ions in Figure 21 show less act ivity during daylight
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hours and more act ivit y after sunset in higher ambient noise. There was also a minor

shift  in direct ion of concent rat ion towards later in the night , but  the difference in

mean direct ion was not stat ist ically significant (Table 7).

The same effect  can be seen in numbers of click t rains per minute given in Table 6. In

dark period of day the mean number of click t rains per minute was higher when

sound pressure levels were above median, and in light  period of day the number of

click t rains per minute was lower in increased sound pressure levels. The effect  was

constant  across the frequency bands that  were analyzed (Figure 22), which could

indicate broadband noise such as shipping noise as a driver of the effect .

Increased ambient  noise can decrease the signal-to-noise rat io of porpoise

echolocat ion clicks, which might  prompt the porpoises to increase either the

number of click t rains or the amplitude of their echolocat ion clicks (to “ shout” ) in

order to compensate for the ambient  noise. Increased numbers of click t rains and

increased amplitude of clicks can both lead to increased detect ions of porpoise click

trains by C-POD’s. Both increased calling and increased amplitude of calls have been

reported in other cetacean species as a response to anthropogenic noise (M iller et  al

2000, Foote et  al 2004, Holt  et  al 2008, Parks et  al 2010, Castellote et  al 2012), but

published studies of similar responses on harbor porpoises are thus far lacking.

The spring months that  were chosen for SPL comparisons had a strong diel rhythm

of act ivit y concent rat ion after sunset . If this ref lects feeding behavior as is discussed

in chapter 6.3, the strengthening of the concentrat ion when sound pressure levels

are higher could indicate increased echolocat ion effort  in relat ion to feeding in noisy

condit ions. If porpoises feed at  least  part ly using visual cues during dayt ime,

increased SPL would not  have same effect  in daylight . In cont rast , increased noise

levels might  even prompt increased use of visual cues at  the cost  of echolocat ion.

Porpoises don’t  just  echolocate to feed. If the main feeding act ivit y were to happen

after sunset  following movement of prey then more of the daylight  clicking could be

related to other funct ions such as t raveling and socializing. The observed impact  of

increased ambient  noise then would indicate decreased vocalizat ions relat ing to
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social behavior and other funct ions not  direct ly related to feeding, and increased

echolocat ion act ivit y related to foraging.

While the numbers of click t rains per minute increased during dark periods with

higher sound pressure levels, the percentage of porpoise posit ive minutes was

slight ly lower in high SPL class also during dark periods. This indicates that  during

increased sound pressure levels, porpoises were overall less likely to be recorded at

the stat ion, yet  when they were, they echolocated more in dark and less in daylight .

In January data, numbers of click t rains showed an almost  constant  decrease with

increasing noise levels (Figure 24). In 1000 Hz band there was first  an increase of

click t rains that  could be at t r ibuted to vocal compensat ion similar to spring months.

At  higher sound pressure levels the numbers of click t rains decrease, and in 125 Hz

band the decrease is constant  from lowest to highest  SPL class.

This could either ref lect  an avoidance response by the porpoises, in which case the

absence of recorded click t rains indicates actual absence of porpoises. It  could also

reflect  a behavioral response to a noisy channel suggest ing that  porpoises

echolocate less or fall silent  when SPL increases above some crit ical threshold. In

addit ion the ef fect  observed in harbor porpoises could ref lect  prey react ions to

noise, as is suggested by Pirot ta et  al (2014), in which case the decreased

echolocat ion act ivity were a result  of decreased prey availability.

Finally, it  could mean a problem w ith recording porpoise clicks in elevated

background noise caused by the ships. Even though this is a possibilit y, it  doesn’t

seem to explain the ent ire effect , given that  increased echolocat ion with increasing

noise was also recorded under certain condit ions.

Why the SPL effect  seems to be different  in January and the spring months can be

related to same reasons that  are causing the differences observed in diel rhythms

during different  t imes of year (Chapter 6.3). Response can be different  when related

to dif ferent  act ivit ies and funct ions, and the number of click t rains might  not  be

enough to characterize the variety of noise dependent responses of t he porpoise

vocalizat ions. Pirot ta et  al (2014) observed a change in inter-click intervals induced
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by noise. A study on noise response of echolocat ing bats found out  they

demonstrate context -dependent  varying noise responses (Tressler &  Smothermann

2009). Regardless of t he mechanism behind an effect  it  can potent ially affect  the

energy balance of the animals if their foraging is disturbed by the shipping noise

(Pirot ta et  al 2014).

Based on current  knowledge of porpoise hearing, the observed effect  of noise at

frequency band 125 Hz seems unlikely given that  t his band might  be outside the

hearing range of harbor porpoise. In the study by Kastelein et  al (2002) the

porpoise’s hearing was only tested down to 250 Hz due to limitat ions of the sound

producing equipment, but  based on the shape of t he audiogram and the knowledge

on sound ut ilizat ion by porpoises their hearing is unlikely to be sensit ive at  very low

frequencies. The measured noise however almost  certainly includes components in

higher frequencies as well. The ability of the 125 Hz band to indicate ecological

impacts is of interest  because it  is one the bands chosen as the M SFD indicators.

6.5. Shipping and porpoise activity

BIAS measurements cover the lower end of frequency spect rum up to about 11 kHz.

However significant  shipping noise has been recorded also at  high frequencies up to

30 kHz (Arveson & Vendit is 2000) and even 160 kHz (Hermannsen et  al 2014). To

assess any shipping effect  not  recorded by BIAS hydrophones, I also compared

shipping data direct ly with porpoise observat ions.

It  seems that  porpoises are less likely to be recorded at  the stat ion when there are

ships very close (Figure 25 and Table 9). Similar to the observed decrease in click

trains in relat ion to increasing SPL (Chapter 6.4), t his could either reflect  an

avoidance response by the porpoises, a behavioral response to a noisy channel or

masking, a decrease of prey available or a decreased efficiency of C-POD to detect

porpoise clicks in ship noise.
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When ships were very near (up to 0,5-1 km) there was a very clear decrease in

porpoise act ivit y (Figure 26). In a recent  paper Hermannsen et  al (2014) describe

high f requency noise emit ted by ships that  has the potent ial to cause significant

masking of harbor porpoise echolocat ion clicks on a range of around 500 m or more

from the source. Based on the measured low frequency bands and the results of

Hermannsen et  al (2014) it  seems possible that  the dramat ic decrease of porpoise

clicks when ships are very close (0-500 m) is caused by ship noise emit ted at  high

frequencies.

In January the numbers of click t rains decreased in similar manner as a response to

ship proximity and increasing noise at  125 Hz band (Figure 24 and Figure 26), which

might  suggest  shipping as the primary driver of the observed noise related impact

on porpoises. The response to increasing noise at  1000 Hz band differed from these

(Figure 24) at  the lower levels but  followed then a similar pat tern of decreasing

echolocat ion act ivit y w ith increasing noise. The impact range of shipping noise is

expected to be shorter at  higher frequencies due t o faster at tenuat ion of high

frequency sounds. The observed pat tern at  1000 Hz band could result  for example

from vocal compensat ion at  lower SPL classes and avoidance or decreased

echolocat ion at  higher SPL classes after a certain t hreshold.

In spring months a possible noise compensat ion (Lombard effect  or similar) was

observed at  night  t ime when click t rain numbers increased with increasing (low

frequency) noise (Figure 23). It  w ill be interest ing to see how the spring click t rain

observat ions relate to ship t raff ic. If there is similar decrease in recorded click t rains

in the presence of ships as there is in January data, despite increasing click t rains in

increased low frequency noise, it  might  suggest  the low frequency bands to be an

insuff icient  proxy to assess shipping noise from an ecological perspect ive. Because

these bands are defined as M SDF indicat ors, this would encourage the re-evaluat ion

of the indicators, as is also suggested by Hermannsen et  al (2014). If on the other

hand the increased detect ion of click t rains observed in the spring months in relat ion

to low frequency sound pressure levels appears also as a response to ship proximity,

it  means the porpoises show different  responses to anthropogenic disturbances at

different  t imes. This could mean the porpoise responses to noise are context -
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dependent and that  separate responses can relat e to different  funct ions or act ivit ies

as is discussed in chapter 6.4.

C-POD detect ion range varies depending on the ambient  noise level and individual

inst rument variat ion (Dähne et  al 2013). According to C-POD documentat ion6 tonal

click that  is louder than the atonal background noise will be recognized, and its

frequency can be est imated but  signals weaker than the background will not  be

recognized. Assessment  of C-POD performance in elevated background noise seems

to be emphasized on the avoidance of noise-induced false posit ives (e.g. Nuutt ila et

al 2013), when in the case of detect ing avoidance responses the quality of negat ive

observat ions (lack of click t rains) is of equal concern. There are a number of peer-

reviewed studies7 suggest ing lack of detected click t rains to represent lack of actual

porpoise clicks, at  least  in some of which the observed avoidance was conf irmed by

visual observat ions such as aerial surveys (e.g. Dähne et  al 2013).

While the increase of click t rains w ith increasing noise in some cases (e.g. Figure 23)

observed in this study strengthens the credibility of C-POD detect ions also in

elevated noise levels, the possibilit y of false negat ives due to high background noise

(such as noisy ship very close by) can’t  be ruled out . As a cont inuat ion to this study,

a visual inspect ion of the C-POD data should be done to examine the quality of

classificat ion dur ing known periods of high background noise.

7. Conclusions

The weather and shipping both contr ibute to ambient  noise at  low frequencies in

the Gulf of Finland. Signif icant  correlat ions could be described between measured

sound pressure levels at  third-octave bands 63 Hz and 125 Hz and wind speed, wave

height  as well as distance to closest  ship.

6 ht tp:/ / www.chelonia.co.uk/ design_history.htm
7 ht tp:/ / www.chelonia.co.uk/ publicat ions.htm
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However during the study period the shipping noise reached levels that  were far

above those at t ributed t o wind or waves. When t here was a ship t raveling close (up

to a distance of around 5 km) to the stat ion, noise from the individual ship exceeded

all observed natural variat ion. The distance to which an individual ship could be

detected above the background noise varied from around 2-3 km in high

background noise at  63 Hz band to around 8-10 km in quiet  t imes at  125 Hz band.

During higher sound pressure levels, porpoises were overall less likely to be

recorded at  the stat ion, yet  when they were, they echolocated more in dark and less

in daylight  during spring months. In January on the other hand, there was a decrease

in echolocat ion act ivit y when sound pressure levels increased, and a similar effect

was observed in relat ion to ship proximity. Several possible explanat ions were

suggested for the observed changes in echolocat ion act ivit y. However regardless of

the mechanism behind an effect  it  can potent ially affect  the energy balance of the

animals if their foraging is disturbed by the shipping noise.

For this study I didn't  have weather observat ion data for stat ion 36. Based on

stat ions at  the Gulf of Finland, it  seems that  weather is a significant driver of

underwater noise also at  low frequencies. While the Store Bælt  stat ion has

somewhat similar topography w ith its shallowness and islands, the shipping intensity

is significant ly higher compared to stat ions 17-19. The observat ions about

contribut ions of natural and man-made sources to ambient  noise at  stat ions 17-19

can't  therefore be direct ly applied t o stat ion 36. In order to separate porpoise

react ions to natural and anthropogenic noise, it  would be necessary to do similar

comparisons of weather and sound pressure levels as well as weather and porpoise

act ivit y at  stat ion 36. Hopefully this w ill be possible in the cont inuat ion research to

this study. The similarity of porpoise response to SPL and ship proximity

nevertheless indicates impact  caused by ship induced noise.

It  can be assumed that  marine life has adapted to variat ions in natural sound levels.

When assessing the noise impacts on marine life, t he sources of the elevated sound

pressure levels should also be addressed. It  might  be a good idea to focus research

on those characterist ics of anthropogenic noise not  present in the natural
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soundscape. One such could be the high frequency components of shipping noise

(Hermannsen et  al 2014). If, like suggested by Sayigh (2014) and the acoust ic

adaptat ion and acoust ic niche hypotheses, the harbor porpoises have evolved to use

the high frequency band part ly in order to avoid ambient  noise, the addit ion of man-

made sounds in this channel could be the type of noise variat ion the animals have

no mechanisms to cope with.

For many anthropogenic stressors, such as noise from ship t raffic, it  is difficult  t o

show a direct  harmful effect  on marine life. In a typical situat ion the pressure is on a

level where no instantaneous effect  or react ion can be detected. This, however,

does not  mean that  cont inued exposure to increased pressure levels wouldn’t  have

long-term effects on an animal. Since subt le long-t erm effects are hard to study

direct ly, the approach I t ested in this study, and suggest  for further research, is to

study the effect  of anthropogenic st ressors on nat ural chronological rhythms of the

animals. Regimes such as diel, lunar and annual rhythms have evolved to best

benefit  the species in local natural condit ions. If pressure from anthropogenic

sources forces the animal to diverge from its evolut ionary learned regimes, it  can be

argued that  the pressure can cause a long-term disadvantage to the animal.

In case of the porpoises, it  is understood that  the regimes are strongly controlled by

movement  of prey. The observed effects therefore raise quest ions about  the impact

of shipping and noise on the foraging of the porpoises. Any shift  in the energy

balance maintenance of the animals has the potent ial to cause long-term

consequences not  necessarily obvious in short -term studies. Furthermore inter-

species interact ions such as predat ion and compet it ion define the dynamics of

ecological communit ies. How human act ivit ies can affect  these interact ions is poorly

understood. There is a grow ing need for knowledge on the long term impact  of

anthropogenic noise on marine animals, for there are very few places left  in the

world’s oceans where one can escape the sound of humans.
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ATTACHMENT I. View of C-POD software



ATTACHMENT II. Nautical charts of stations 17, 18 and 19.

Stat ion 17. Red circles show radius of 5, 10 and 15 km from stat ion.



Stat ion 18.



Stat ion 19.
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